
Astronomers recently announced a
record-setting stellar-mass black hole.
Located in the nearby dwarfgalaxy IC 10,
it makes itself known by X-ray emission
from hot gas spiraling in. It orbits a large,
hot star, and by luck the two pass in front
of each other from our viewpoint as they
revolve. By timing the star's eclipses of the
X-ray source, the research team was able to
determine their mutual orbit and thus the
mass of the black hole. It weishs in with
between 24 and 33 soLar masses.

By comparison, the biggest
stars in our own galaxy can pro-
duce supernova-remnant black
holes with no more that 15 solar
masses. Astronomers think the
one in IC 10 could have acquired
no more than an extra 1 or 2 solar
masses from its companion. Apparently, IC
10's low proportion ofheavy elements leads
io beefier stellar remnants than those in
the Milkv Wav.

New Route to a Supernova
Drrlrnrr.rt rvPEs oF supERNovAE are
produced by very different mechanisms. A
Type Ia blast results when a dense white-
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; Betelgeuse: Star in a Shell
Lrrs N{aNy RED supERGrANTs,  br i l l iant
Betelgeuse in Orion's shoulder changes
slowly and irregularly, sometimes by a half
magnitude or more from one year to the
next - enough for a careful skywatcher
to notice. New high-resolution measure-
ments may help answer why the star vacil-
lates so much.

An international team used the Very
Large Telescope lnterferometer in Chile to
measure two main components of Betel-
geuse: the star's large photosphere (visible
surface) and a cooler shell of molecular
gas, dubbed a "MOlsphere," glowing in

the infrared and
extending from
0.3 to 0.4 stellar
radius above the
surface.

Astronomers
have long known

that dust is moving away from Betelgeuse
in all directions. The MOlsphere is appar-
ently where the dust begins to condense
in the hot stellar wind, perhaps modifying
the star's light. The first solid bits to form
are likely to be a glassy form ofcorundum
(A1rO3). These grains could provide the
nucleation sites onto which other miner-
als condense as the star's outflowing wind
thins and cools.


